SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCES

0.1-1:36 Welcome to Reprise 2022 with Carrie Robarge Carroll, Northfield Shares and Rich Larson, KYMN Radio

1:36 Introduction & Welcome with Craig Wasner on piano and cohosts Rich Larson, KYMN and Jennifer Sawyer, Member of the Board of Directors

6:30 Over and Back Band
11:50 Danial Lohmann
14:47 Rich and Jennifer
18:29 Volunteer Stories & NFS’ Volunteer HUB: Rachel Miessler, Milosha Malecha
19:56 Share in Northfield’s Future Fund and Grants, Donna Rae Scheffert
20:13 What a grant from NFS means and the difference it makes, Angelica Linder, Neighbors United
22:10 Louis and Dan & Their Invisible Band
24:47 Tefsa Wondemagegnehu and Jane Moore
26:23 Stina Nesbit and Sam Adams
31:31 Craig Wasner, Rich Larson and Jennifer Sawyer – Light and Hope
35:24 Mary Doodles (Mary Gutfleisch) Artwork #1
36:47 Erin Bailey, NCEC and the KaBoom playground
39:14 Mayor Rhonda Pownell
40:43 The Limestones
44:43 The Triplets
48:28 Northfield in Bloom, Judy Code
51:31 Craig, Rich and Jennifer
55:27 Poetry: Out of the Blue; By Heather Candles, read by Maren Coudrey, music composed and accompanied by Dr. Steven Amundson
56:17 Poetry: Folding; by Julie Ryan, read by Max Casson
56:59 Poetry: Skating on Thick Ice; by Steven McKown, read by Pam Finkenschifer
58:40 Rich and Jennifer, Theme of hope & light
1:01:13 Pinnacle Dance Group
1:04:44 Ben Wang, In Loving Memory of Mr. Movies
1:09:31 The EmpowHER Fund of Pat Lamb & Ele Hansen, Kristin Stets
1:12:34 Craig, Rich and Jennifer
1:17:19 Casey Wasner
1:22:04 Laura Caviani and Friends
1:27:46 Mary Doodles Artwork #2
1:28:57 Rich and Jennifer
1:31:00 The Legacy Gift of Don and Marjorie Tarr; The Tarr children: Elizabeth Tarr, Steve Tarr, Naomi Natsume
Karl Amundson and Emily Kristen Morris
Craig, Rich and Jennifer
The Passing Zone
Sam Ryden
Northfield Youth Choir
Craig, Rich and Jennifer – Closing Comments & Thank you to all!
Credits
Wrap up for Reprise 2022 Carrie Carroll & Rich Larson